Aren't you sick of your PC290 status causing you to be LOOKED AT WITH DISGUST?

Hardly anybody* is as zeroed in for hatred, persecution, and abuse as convicted sex offenders and persons perceived as "predator catchers." In fact, an entire cottage industry of "predator catchers" has developed online. They single out sex offenders for public humiliation and even criminal liability, and may even use decoys pretending to be minors to entrap unsuspecting Registrants. To make matters worse, many people on Megan's Law lists are automatically assumed to be "predophiles" whether or not their offenses involved minors.

Due to your legal status, this terrible stigma may taint most aspects of your life. Jesus Christ said: "I have come that you may have life and may have it more abundantly." John 10:10. Many will agree that being on the Registry robs them of living "an abundant life."

The New Testament also says: "If the Son [of God] sets you free, you will be free indeed." John 8:36. Our award-winning, PC290 registration termination lawyer is infused with inspiration from Jesus Christ (the Son of God). In this way, we believe our Sex Offender Registration and Internet Profile Removal Attorney can serve as God’s instrument in your liberation. We want you to be free from the chains of the Registry and the public scorn which comes with it.

Make the call to begin the process of getting back your life, freedom, and personal dignity so that you may live it more abundantly. Enough scorn. Enough shame. Enough ridicule. No more chains. In Christ’s name. Call today for your no-cost, in-person, Covid-SAFE appointment.

We are experiencing a surge of demand for our services, so please leave a detailed voice message if you do not reach us right away:

Services available for eligibility:

Preparation and filing of your Tiered Registry Removal Petition, Representation at your Adversarial Hearing if the D.A. challenges your Petition, i.e., where we would argue AGAINST the position of the D.A. that keeping you on the Registry would enhance "Community Safety"; Expungement and/or reduction from felony to misdemeanor; Motion to vacate conviction or withdraw guilty plea; Removal of your picture, profile and information from the internet; Motion to Terminate Probation Early in state or federal court; Representation against any new criminal charge(s); and much more!

*THIS COMMUNICATION CONSTITUTES ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY JOSEPH L. COMBRA IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT. COMBRA LAW FIRM, APC, IS LOCATED AT 2550 SAN MARINO CENTER, SUITE 200, SAN MARINO, CA 91108. DO NOT CONTACT US OR LEAVE A DETAILED MESSAGE AND YOU WILL BE CALLED BACK IF WE DESIRE TO SPEAK WITH YOU. THIS IS ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY JOSEPH L. COMBRA IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT. NOTHING STATED HEREIN IS LEGAL ADVICE NOR CREATES AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. WE CONDUCT OURSELVES ACCORDING TO THE STRICTEST STANDARDS OF ETHICS, INTEGRITY, HONESTY AND HIGH CALIBER MORAL CHARACTER. WE MAKE NO GUARANTEES, PROMISES OR ASSURANCES OF ANY KIND NOR OF ANY DESIRED OUTCOMES AT ANY TIME NOR IN ANY FORMAT OR SETTING WHATSOEVER. VAILABLE CLAIMS BASED ON FACTUAL INNOCENCE MAY BE CONFINED TO EXTRAORDINARY AND SPECIFIC LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES. YOUR CASE MUST FIRST BE EVALUATED BY AN ATTORNEY BEFORE DETERMINATION OF ANY POTENTIAL REMEDY MAY BE NACED (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO APPLICABLE DEADLINES). NO RESULTS ARE PROMISED. OUTCOMES VARY. DON'T WANT TO GET MORE LETTERS? POLITELY CONTACT US WITH YOUR NAME & ADDRESS SO WE CAN REMOVE YOUR ADDRESS FROM FUTURE MAILINGS. UNDERSTAND THAT IT MAY TAKE A FEW ADDITIONAL MAILING CYCLES BEFORE YOU GET NO FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE, ESPECIALLY IF A SUBSEQUENT MAILING IS ALREADY IN TRANSIT BY THE TIME YOU CONTACT US. PAST SUCCESS IS NOT AN INDICATION OF FUTURE OUTCOME. "THE STATEMENT HARDLY ANYBODY IS AS ZERGED IN FOR HATRED, PERSECUTION AND ABUSE AS CONVICTED SEX OFFENDERS AND PERSONS PERCEIVED AS "PREDOPHILES" IS BASED ON ATTORNEY'S PERSONAL OPINION AND IS FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY. ALSO, REFILE TO TRAVEL HARDSHIP IS NOT INTENDED TO REFLECT THAT ATTORNEY REPRESENTS PEOPLE AT AIRPORTS OR CUSTOMS CHECKPOINTS. ETC. OR THAT OUR REPRESENTATION WILL DIRECTLY CHALLENGE SUCH HARDSHIP, IF IT SIMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE WHAT ATTORNEY UNDERSTANDS TO BE A RELATIVELY COMMON HARDSHIP FACED BY REGISTRANTS WHO TRAVEL. WE ENLIST VARIOUS MEASURES TO HELP ENSURE A HYGIENIC ENVIRONMENT INTENDED TO HELP REDUCE RISK OF EXPOSURE TO COVID, INCLUDING BUT NOT NECESSARILY LIMITED TO, REQUIRING ALL OUR VISITORS TO WEAR MASKS OVER THEIR NOSE AND MOUTH AT ALL TIMES; TAKING TEMPERATURES OF OUR VISITORS ANDモノINS AT COOL SYSTEMS BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF YOUR CONSULTATION, AND SANITATION OF OUR OFFICE. COMBRA LAW FIRM, APC, IS LOCATED AT 2550 SAN MARINO CENTER, SUITE 200, SAN MARINO, CA 91108. REMOVAL, OR EXCLUSION FROM ANY WEBSITE (INCLUDING CALIFORNIA'S MEGAN'S LAW WEBSITE) DOES NOT RELIEF YOU OF THE DUTY TO REGISTER AS A SEX OFFENDER PURSUANT TO PENAL CODE SECTION 290 OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. FOR ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS, GO TO OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS PAGE AT COMBRALAW.COM/ FULL-PAGE-290-LETTER-Disclaimer.